
June 8th, 2018 

At Whiton, we 
are learning to… 

Take care of 
ourselves. 
Take care of 
our friends. 
Take care of 
our school. 



From the desks of Mrs. Shober 

& Mrs. Kries  
Dates to remember: 

June: 

★ 13th- Class Parties: Information to follow 

★ 14th- Class Parties: Information to follow 

★ 15th- 3rd Grade Salad Extravaganza 

★ 19th- Single Session 

  2nd and 3rd Grade Field Day 

★ 20th- Single Session 

  2nd and 3rd Grade Field Day rain date 

★ 21st- Single Session 

★ 22nd- Single Session 

 
 



The Buzz in K-Abey 
Kindergarten is in full bloom as they switch from learning to read to reading to learn. We read non-fiction 

books to learn about  plants. Good thing we learned about How to Writing for our last genre because we 

needed it to plant our seeds. We are hoping the sun stays out and warms up the earth so our seeds will 

sprout. It takes patience for seeds to grow. We read My Garden by Kevin Henkes and wrote about our 

imaginary “kindergarden”. What exciting things would your garden grow?  

 



             Kinney Kids  

It’s an exciting time in Second Grade!  
 
In Reading Workshop, we have started Research Clubs! Students have been 
gathering information about Volcanoes, Hurricanes, Earthquakes, Tsunamis, and 
Tornadoes. We are reading books and searching for information on our 
chromebooks too!   
In Writing Workshop and Science, students are wondering why our playground 
looks different after a thunderstorm than on a sunny day. We noticed...puddles 
were not on all parts of the playground or black top. We’ve been asking questions 
and wondering why that is! In small groups, we explored the effect of rain on 
sand. We noticed that there were differences in a light rain compared to a hard 
rain. We then sketched and jotted in our notebooks. We not only told the steps to 
take but how to do it so others could follow our directions. We will explore the 
effect wind has on sand and record those findings in our notebooks!  
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_shield_volcanoes
https://pixabay.com/en/wave-water-sea-tsunami-giant-wave-11061/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/noaaimages/20749127551
https://www.flickr.com/photos/martinluff/4962778208
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:F5_tornado_Elie_Manitoba_2007.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawai%CA%BBi_Volcanoes_National_Park


   Our Class Trip to Lord Stirling Park 



Reading News from Mrs. Cole’s First Grade Class 

We have been reading up a storm in Mrs. Cole’s class.  We are 

reading lots of books independently and have enjoyed many read 

alouds and shared reading books.  We especially like to listen to books 

by Patricia Polacco.  Her stories share many important events from her 

life.  Her books teach us that it is okay to learn differently and to be 

proud of that.   

 

We love discussing the lessons that we learn from books like The Royal 

Raven by Hans Wilhelm.  In that book, a plain old raven wants to be 

different and special and is turned into a fantastic, colorful bird.  But 

the princess finds him and puts him in a cage.  What happens to him 

and the lesson he learns can only be found when you read the book.  

Our class highly recommends it!  

 

Ms. Reedy has been visiting many classrooms to teach a lesson.  She 

visited our classroom to discuss fairness, kindness, and tolerance.  She 

read The Invisible Boy by Trudy Ludwig and we were excited to talk 

about the lessons that the characters learned and we realized that we 

can use those lessons in our own lives as first graders.  If you want to 

read a great book with an important lesson, go read this book!   



OH What a wonderful world.. 

Whiton’s ESL students have been learning all about Earth Day and 
different ways to make our world a better place. We ended the 
month of April by listening to “What a Wonderful World”, by Louis 
Armstrong. We enjoyed the beautiful music and drew pictures to 
match the different lyrics. It was a great listening activity, but also a 
beautiful way to celebrate Earth Day! - Miss Cordaro’s Class  

 



Oh what a wonderful world... 



Flexible Thinkers 

Mrs. Everson’s third graders are learning to think 

flexibly and make compromises. 



                      BEING FLEXIBLE MEANS 

● Trying it another way 

● Trying again and again 

● Changing your plan to stay in step with what someone else needs 

● Think about what the group your working with needs 

● Making different choices 

● Making smart guesses about what others are thinking 



                ICE CREAM ADVENTURE 

By choosing names for our construction paper ice cream scoop flavors, students 

had the opportunity to practice their flexible thinking skills. 

Based on their “paper color,”  in small groups, students created appetizing flavor 

names for their ice cream. 

In order for everyone to agree on a flavor, students demonstrated their ability to be 

flexible thinkers by: maintaining eye contact, listening to each group members 

suggestion, combining their ideas, realizing that there were choices to be made, 

and if need be to change the flavor and try another flavor 

 

              



                    ICE CREAM FLAVORS 

Just look at the variety of flavors our groups created by thinking flexibly!!!!! 

Sherbet lava fudge  

                     hot pink lemonade           mintachio                        rainbow crusher 

              Air head red                                   blackberry crusher 

                                  Peep swirl lava                               blackberry crackle 

Lemon fluid                                    pineapple banana swirl 

 

 



“Do You Want To Build A Playground?” 

 If so, you should ask our 2nd grade students!   They are beginning their integrated science and writing 

unit where they will learn how wind and water can affect the land.  The phenomenon they will explore is: 

after a heavy rain our playground looks different than it does on a sunny day.  Students will explore why 

this is and create model playgrounds where they can test their theories.  After they experiment, research, 

and discuss they will use what they have learned to make suggestions about our playground so that they 

can limit the amount of indoor recess days due to puddles!  We cannot wait to hear what our “engineers” 

design and the solutions they think of. 

 

The heavy rainstorm this month came at the most perfect time!  Check out our playground and ask your 

child what they notice and why they think it occurred where it did! 



Reading is Blooming at Whiton! 
by Miss Roper  

Whiton’s readers are busy working on their 
READING GOAL this Spring!! 

 
Some readers are working on Print Work (reading tricky 
words)! 

 

Others are working on Fluency (making 

their reading sound smooth)! 

 

And others are working on Comprehension  

(understanding what they read)!  



Multiplication Fact Practice 
Michelle Dooley 

 

Have you ever thought to yourself, “They don’t know their facts!!!” This summer 

try designating some time for fact practice to get your child ready for the next school 

year.  

 

Third grade is an important year for learning multiplication facts. Many students 

struggle with multiplication and need a little help outside of school to become more 

fluent with my facts. Math is like sports or art, you need to practice to improve.  

 

When solving facts students need to first build facts, then move onto drawing 

them and then the final stage is being able to solve the abstract fact such as 6 x 7. 

We need to give children more experience building and drawing their facts to help 

better build their fluency.  

 

It’s also important to know the stages in which students learn their facts best. 

I’ve included the progression to the left, first we begin with the easier facts such as 

X0, X1, X5 and X10 then move onto the next set. I find that most students who 

struggle are at the X4s level so if you’re not sure where to begin with practicing that’s 

a good place to start. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Here's how we 
best learn facts: 

 

X0 

X1 

X5 

X10 

X2 

X4 

X8 

X3 

X6 

X8 

X7 



Giving children time to build and draw facts will help deepen their fact fluency. You 

can build facts at home using legos,  cheerios or any small objects. Here is a picture of a 

3 X 6 array made with donuts. Remember 3 X 6 means 3 groups of 6. Students can use 

this picture to help solve the fact. You could do 6 + 6 and get 12 and then just add six 

more.  

 

Students can also practice facts by building them on a digital rekenrek and 

breaking apart the numbers to solve it. A rekenrek is a beaded number line or an abacus. 

On the bottom picture I built 3 x 6. I could see 3 groups of 5 reds which I know equals 15, 

then just added three more to get 18. These visual models are important. As students 

move into the more abstract phase of solving facts they can picture these images and 

strategies in their minds.  

 

At home you can give your child 3 facts and tell them to build it then solve it. Then 

ask him or her how they found the answer. By doing this practice at home we are helping 

the children to have stronger number sense and be more fluent with their facts. These 

tools could even be used for addition and subtraction as well. Feel free to check out 

these resources below to help your child deepen their fact fluency! Have a mathtastic 

summer!  

 

Digital and Printable Resources to Practice facts 
 

Printable Multiplication Dot Cards  Multiplication Array Flashcards

  

Online Rekenrek (bead) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://gfletchy.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/multiplication-subitizing-cards.pdf
https://gfletchy.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/multiplication-array-cards1.pdf
https://apps.mathlearningcenter.org/number-rack/


 

     Whoo’s Reading! 

 

 
Who are Super Readers? Mrs. Cecchini’s class, that’s who! 

Our class was a three time winner in the PTO-sponsored event held 

from February 26-March 15, 2018. 

 

The event was called Whooo’s Reading by Learn2Earn Reading Raiser. 

The first time our class won we had the most minutes logged per student 

in all of Kindergarten, 39 minutes per student! The prize we selected for 

our win were fun Brain Break activities. 

  



For our second win, most minutes logged per student in all of 
Kindergarten, 47 minutes per student, we choose Puzzle Time- a 
collection of fun jigsaw puzzles for the whole class to enjoy! 
Our class was the Grand Prize winning classroom for Kindergarten, 
188 minutes read per student for the length of the fundraiser! We 
won a celebratory party on May 16th, thrown by the PTO complete 
with fun games and treats! 
The soggy weather outside didn’t dampen the fun we had! The 
cafeteria served as a great substitute for the playground and we 
were pleased to share the celebration with Mrs. Francescone’s class, 
grand prize winners for first grade! 
 



Thank you to Mrs. Kim Nawrath and Mrs. Cara 

Hegadorn, chairpersons for the fundraiser, for 

their hard work in implementing the fundraiser 

and planning the Grand Prize celebration! 

Thanks also to our parent volunteers who 

helped out for the celebration! 
 

                “The more that you read, 

                   the more things you will know. 

                    The more that you learn, 

                    the more places you’ll go.” 

                                      -Dr. Seuss 



Ms. Repoli’s First Grade 
Class 

We published a book! 



First Grade Monsters 



Publishing 
Party 

Our parents joined in to 

celebrate our HUGE 

accomplishment of 

becoming published 

authors.  We join those 

like Dan Gutman, Jeff 

Kinney, and all the 

greats. 



Inspiration 
We got the idea for our book 

from reading one of our 

favorite series written by 

Rachel Bright, Love Monster.  

We decided to create our own 

book of monster characters.  

It took us 2 - 3 months to 

get our completed project.  

We drafted, then revised, 

next we designed our covers, 

and finally, we sent it off 

to our publisher!  What an 

amazing experience. 



Science Fun in Mrs. 

Baier’s Second Grade 

Class 

Mrs. Baier’s second graders have been investigating Earth’s Place 
and Systems  through problem-based learning.  The science unit 
began with students investigating what happens to Whiton’s  
playground after a heavy rain  storm.  Problem: Even though the 
rain has stopped, why are there so many puddles out there 
keeping us from going outside to play?  Students were highly 
motivated to try to solve  this problem.  So, the class went 
outside and examined the playground after a Monday of heavy 
rain downpours.   Students noticed where the changes were 
happening since the rain storm.  They created wonderings such 
as “Where were most of the puddles forming? Were there 
differences  in the ground where big  puddles formed and hardly 
any?”  Students were given the task of  engineering   a  model of 
one section of the  playground .  Materials available to the 
students to construct  the ground were sand, soil, and wood 
chips.  They would decide which materials to use and the order in 
which to layer them. Playground equipment was created by craft 
sticks, base-10 blocks, and clay. Students then  made it  rain on 
their playground models.   They observed the strengths of their 
designs and how they could make improvements. Students 
learned that a situation people want to change or create can be 
approached as a problem to be solved through engineering.  
Following this investigation, students studied erosion and how 
wind and water can change the shape of the land.  

 
 

Students creating their playground models.   



FOCUS ON SOCIAL SKILLS 

This school year I had the opportunity to teach social skills based on the Social Thinking approach. Social 

Thinking encourages social learning in tandem with increasing competencies in related social skills.  Mrs. 

Eelman’s and Mrs. Mariani’s second graders learned key concepts such as using whole body listening, 

understanding expected from unexpected behaviors, knowing hidden rules and matching size of problem to 

appropriate reaction. Students also learned to think or listen with their eyes and realize that we have 

thoughts about others based on their behavior. To add to these ideas the entire classroom including 

support teachers, practiced mindfulness and using the breathe to stay calm and focused.  One of the 

second graders led the classroom and teachers in a guided meditation that had the whole class in a 

peaceful mood. I hope all the students continue to find ways to relax and feel at ease during the summer 

months. If you would like more information on the Social thinking methodology try www.socialthinking.com  

or for mindfulness information check out www.mindful.org 

 

Namaste, 

Mrs. Gesualdo 

Speech Language Specialist (2nd-3rd grades) 

 

http://www.socialthinking.com
http://www.mindful.org


“I have hearing loss, but my hearing 
loss doesn’t have me.” ~Justin Osmond 

                   President Ronald Reagan, who had hearing loss and 
was the first president to be fitted with hearing aids while in 
office, authorized a congressional proclamation declaring May 
1986 as Better Hearing and Speech Month, the goal being to 
raise awareness of hearing and speech disorders.  His 
proclamation was as follows: 
     NOW, THEREFORE, I, RONALD REAGAN, President of the 
United States of America, do hereby proclaim the month of May 
as Better Hearing and Speech Month, and I call upon the people 
of the United States to observe this month with appropriate 
ceremonies and activities. (Proclamation 5486, May 21, 1986). 

 
 

The above statement summarizes what Better Hearing and Speech Month (BHSM) is all about.  BHSM, is 
celebrated throughout the month of May.  It began in  1927 to bring awareness and understanding to 
hearing health as well as spotlight the potential of people who are deaf and hard of hearing. It’s an annual, 
month-long campaign and over the years, with help from  a presidential proclamation, this initiative 
helped Congress eventually pass the Early Hearing and Detection Act of 2000.   

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TrC6U6v4sMiwmGVE-5AQigXc8wOxxFvQKTr8-G-ECskYfT8-UInZ0maHvIGPatc6v8ly062iaZnlDVMZ03ZtttA0HKjvb5O9UTfEuPiBLcjOeJqC5XQ11jzzFltZCSxq1YbXx7z5Hs0jYqFcE2yOX_0tz1RJ14BMGb_U_m8bIR-HDOkxFZN79g==&c=M2hEA8OHd01cie8EbHhmQYjXM-bW-mj-Wtp0p6fSD4R3Tlez-V9jcw==&ch=dI4v5ocpt13v-JPuf-63fswWKXYhRvTNWKogFU0Eodk3gXLZF3ieig==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001TrC6U6v4sMiwmGVE-5AQigXc8wOxxFvQKTr8-G-ECskYfT8-UInZ0maHvIGPatc6_qmC7LvNd9CFUivTsbmhAIeDSoAA7mn5GynVN-yQl2ZV8_MQIw3r8ke5jSTk8Ut_C2kEwpPXhUGNjala1GAgo31hqfzjdyUHnBc8-YyQjxG3DSzUSqv7go5gO5OP7fl6oMnHS7kurDG97GLNy2JUIQ==&c=M2hEA8OHd01cie8EbHhmQYjXM-bW-mj-Wtp0p6fSD4R3Tlez-V9jcw==&ch=dI4v5ocpt13v-JPuf-63fswWKXYhRvTNWKogFU0Eodk3gXLZF3ieig==


Wishing all of our 
families a 

wonderful and 
relaxing summer! 


